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ABSTRACT 

Speaker recognition schemes which 
work satisfactorily for ll populations 
often fail when the number of classes is 
very large. One way of solving such 
problems is to go in for multistage e1ai.- 
fication schemes. The basic technique is 
to successively reduce the number of 
classes in several stages using one fea- 
ture at each stage and when the number of 
classes is less than a predetetinined vua 
then the final decision is made. The 
whole scheme is designed so that the pro 
bability of error is fixed at an accept- 
able level. The computational cost of 
such a multistage scheme depends on the 
features used at each stage and the cost 
of measurement of each feature. The 
features to be used at each stage are 
determined sO as to reduce the average 
computational cost for making a decision. 
This procedure is forinulted as a sochas— tic Outimal control DrO.Lem end is illus- 
trated by designing a speaker reconition 
system for 33 sneakers. The overal' accu- 
racy of the system is 97.2 /. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In many pattern recoanition problems 

of practical interest, such as fingererint 
classification, identifying a chemical 
compound from its mass spectrornm and 
identification of a person by his voice 
f or forensic and security apqlicatiofls, 
the number of classes is very large,sev 
ral thousands or even tens of thousands 1) 
Kost of the aublished literature in patt- 
ern recognition deals with a small number 
of classes, around ten. Methods which are 
available for ten classes cannot be exten- 
ded directly to a very large number of 
classes as both recognition error and 
computation time increase monotonically 
with population size. i'or exaiale, schemes 
which work efficiently for ten speaker 
recognition do not wor>satisfactorily 
for larger pooulations") 

Multi stage classification schemes 
give better results when the number of 
classes is large. An aroroach to this 
problem is as follows: At first phase, 
large number of classes to which the 

given sample cannot belong to are relec— 
ted. This process could be executed as 
a. multistage decision process. The 
resulting subset of the total classes 
is carefully considered at the next ohase 
for an absolute identification of the 
class label. 'The whole scheme is thus 
a decision tree. The features to be 
used at each node of the tree and the 
decision strategy are evolved by minimiz- 
ing a cost function. 

A two stage classification scheme 
using the approach outlined above was 
used f or speaker ideniication in a 
population size of 3O I. This was done 
on a purely huristic basis and no osti— 
mization technique was used. In section 
II, we give an outline of this scheme. 
and a systematic approach to optimize the decision tree based on stochastic 
optimal control. 
II. OPTIMIZATIOT ON MTJLTISTAG 

aLA SSIPI }R 

The multistage scheme pursued in this 

study is a development over the adhoc 
2_rtaae scheme introuce1 in the earlier 
tUdy.4). The following assumptions are 
ma ic. 
1. ihe number of classes, K is very Lar 
2. When the number of classes is less 

than or equal to c, ;e have a. good. 
classification scheme usin-r a featire 
victor '. An additional feature set 
X = x1,..., is used to rouce 
the oaulationsize from K to c 
The feature x1,.., XN are indepenleat 
Only one feature is used. at each stan 

5. The class con itional density of eseb 
feature is normal with different 
means and same variance. 

6. The mixture density of each feature 
for i)Opulntion sizes above c is 
Go us sian 

In the earlier otudv, we have 
shown that the number of classes that 'a 
to be considered for a fixed arabobility 
of relecting a correct class is a nan— 

3. 
4. 
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linear function of (a) the observed value 
of the feature, (b) the class conditional 
variance ani (c) the variance of the 
mixture. In other words, the fraction of 
the total number of classes that will be 
picked up after using i features is given 
by g1(c1,a2,... a.) f1(x1 a1)f2(x2=2) 
• . .f(x=); and when K is large, n1=g11( 
So, the number of steps necessary to 
reduce the given population size from K 
to C is a variable quantity. 

With this background, we proceed to 
the optimization of the multistage clas.- 
fier, i.e. allotment of features at the 
different stages of the classifier so 
that the overall cost of the whole scheme 
is a minimum. The problem can be formu- 
lated as follows: 

We are eiven K classes. We have to 
choose one feature at a step from the 
feature set I = x ,..xT and reduce the 
population size fro K tJ c. Vie assume 
that the probability of rejecting a 
correct Class for each step is fixed. Eah 
feature is associated with a cost of 
measurement C,j =1,.. .N. AIter using one 
feature, say , depending on the outcome 
the number of classes will be reduced 
from K to n1. If n < c, we can proceed to the second phase, i.e. classifying 
using feature vector Y. If > c, we 
have to use sonic other feature x.,x. C 

— x3 to further reduce the number of classes. This procedure is 
continued till the number of classes be- 
comes less than or equal to c. The number 
of steps necessary to arrive at the second 
phase depends on the outcome of the fea- 
ture measurements and hence is a random 
variable. Since the number of classes may 
vary anywhere between c to K, optiinizat— 
ion has to be done for each integer a, 
o < n < K. Thin is an impossible t&sk,so 
we divide -the range from c to K into a 
number of intervals. That is, if c < n 
< c1, denote this range by L. If 01< fl 
< c9, denote by Lti etc., till Ct< a <K 
denbte by L1.. Then a feature is measured 

a particular stage where the numbers 
of classe; is in the ranye L, we can go 
to any j > i. So, if we draw this 
drocess as a decisiOn tree clcssifier,the 
decision tree vili look as in kir;. 1. To 
this tree features should be allotted in 
an oatlaal way so as to minimize the 
erpected cost. 

tie con model the problem of optimi- 
zing the decision tree as a stochastic 
ostiaci control nrobler. Let us considçr 
the stooliastic ortimal control problem'5 

k+1 kk"k' IC = ),1 ,..,thi (i) 

vdie_e z- : the at te of the system 
ct the tiae ics-tcnt UI -dc is the 
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control variable,andk is the plant 
noise. Let the observations be given b 

= 5k (2 
The performance index is defined by 

1=1 Rk(zk, ukl), Rk> 
0, (3) 

When the stopping time Id is a random 
variable the above formulation has a 
general(0), 

Id 

3 E Rh (zk, u1; Id) 
k= 1 

(4) 

The optimization problem is of finding u C U-, for minimizin the cost function k c 3 could be minimized with respect to Uk In the pattern recognition context 
described above, we can consider the 
intervals L1,L2,,. Lt as t states i.e. 
when the number of classes is in a parti- 
cular range denoted by L, we say that the system is in state L.. The state 
itself is the observable3as given in 
ean.(2). Since we can reach the second 
phase a.t any step, the stopping time Id is 
a random variable. The new state(the 
resulting number of classes) depends not 
only on the feature selected but also on 
the value of the feature. In other words, 

= ck (Lk, rk, °k (5) 

where Lk is the number of classes at kth 
step, x1 C X — (x1,.. xki) and k is 
the observed value of the feature. The 
performance index is 

Id 

3 = R (L1, Xk 1 Id) (6) 
k=1 

This performance index has to be mini 
mized with respect to the features x1,x2 

Xg. 

The transition from state L1 to L. 
(j > 1) is probabilistic since it 
depends on the outcome of the feature 
measurement. Since we have assumed full 
knowledge of the probability distribut 
ions, we can compute the probability of 
-transition from state L1 to L. As a 
result, we can estimate the epeeted cost 

At state L., we cnn write the exuec-ted 
cost of using1feature Xm 

5.5 C(Lixm)Cm+ 
Ixpeeted cost of reaching the final 
state from L} (7) 

where C = eost of measurement of feature 
xmofldmxmXi*Xmi 

If we luiow the optimum costs for all 
states L. (j > i), we can estimate the 
expected3cost of using feature x at 
state L1, Let the transition prbability 
from Lj to L be PL(Lj). Then the cost 



of using feature at state L1 Is 
1; 

O(Lixm)= 0in +S L() S(L.) (8) 
a 

where s(L) is the expected cost of the 
optimal decision rule at state Lj. So, 
if we know S(L1) for all L(j>i), then we can find the expected cost of using 
Xm at state Lj. Pinally, choose that 
feature which gives the minimum of C(L, 

x, .. z5 3. So, the optm&. 
decision policy at ay state depends on 
the particular state and also the path 
through which this state is reached. 

To find the optimal decision at any 
state, the optimal decisions of all the 
subsequent states is to be known. Prom 
this it follows that the optimum decision 
policy at the starting node can be found 
by averaging out and folding back the 
decision tree. To start with, th—ezpec— 
ted costs of the state Lt for all differ— 
eat paths leading to Lt are computed. 
Next, -the exaected costs of the state 
Lt...i for all paths leading -to Lt_i are 
computed. By going back in this way, we 
can arrive a the first node Li. The 
optimization cannot be done by the usual 
dynamic programming procedure because the 
features used once cannot be used again. 

III. SPEAKER RECOGfltETION EXPERIMENT 

The multistage classification scheme 
outlined in section II is used to design 
a speaker recognition scheme for O male 
speakers, based on two preselected code 
words 'MUM' arid 'HUM'. The features that 
are examined for use at the first stage 
of the classifier are the forinants of the 
nasal sound /n/ of the word NUN and the 
formants of the vowel 7a/ in MUM. At the 
second stage, 32 point autocorrelatiOn 
function over MuM is used for the final 
classification. The value of c is fixed 
as 5 so that when the number of classes 
picked up at the first stage is 5 or less 
we go to the second stage to make the final classification. 

A tenth order linear prediction ana- 
lysis was used for extracting the forxnan— t. The formants are extracted fr the 
differentiated LP Phase spectrum(°). The 
speech was sampled at 10 NEz and 25 
samnies of the oar-ticular sound (/n/ and 
/a/) were used in the LP analysis. The 
data set was of 25 utterances of 'MDII! 

and 25 utterances of 'NUN' recorded in a 
single sitting in an Anechoic Chamber. 
Ten of the utterances were used for 
designing the system and the remaining 
15 for testing the system. 

an earlier study(4), that the fraction 
of the total classes that has to be con- 
sidered after using a particular feature 
for a given probability of rejecting a 
correct class depends on the ratio bet- 
ween the variances of the class conditi- 
onal distribution and the mixture distri- 
bution when the feature is normally dis- 
tributed. So, the discriminating power of the feature is higher when this ratio is smaller. Since all the formants have 
the same measurement cost, the Torment 
with the highest discriminating power is 
used first, followed by the ferment 
having the next highest discriminating 
power, etc. so that the average cost of 
the scheme is minimum. The formants con- 
sidered at the first phase are (1)fourth 
I'orTnant of /n/,. (2) second formant of /n/, 
(3) fourth formant of /a/, and (4) first 
I ornint of /a/.in the order of discrimi- 
nating power. These four Torments were 
sufficient to reduce the population from 0 to 5 in all the cases. However, in 
the majority of the cases, reduction to 
5 was achieved with only 3 formants and 
less, When the population falls to 5 or 
less, 32 point autocorrela-tion function 
is used as feature with a minimum Eucli— 
dian distance çlssifier for the final 
identificationL4), 

The overall accuracy of tlie whole 
system was 97.2 y'. . There were. only 25 
errors out of 900 test samples used. 

IV, AN ALTERNATE APPROACH 

In multistage speaker recognition 
schemes, the computational complexity 
obviously increases with the number of 
stages due to irnreasing number of fea 
tures measured. In order to reduce this 
complexity, a system which rejects a 
constant fraction of speakers at every 
stage is also considered as en alternat- 
ive the scheme of section II. Optimal 
design of such a classifier and an illu 
stra.tive experiment with three features 
are described in this section. 

The problem is to sreIfy the first 
feature to be measured and the second 
feature as a function of the first fea 
ture outcome in such a way that the 
probability of. error is ainimized. Reje- 
ction of speakers at every stage is on 
the basis of updated class probabilities. 
This is solved by a backward recursive 
computation of the conditional expected 
costs over n graph of all possible fea- 
ture sequences. EiG. 2 shows such a 
graph with three features f19f2,f3. 

Given an Orared outcome of 
features f1 f1 f' 1293; 
I j N), lt Rik(xI x x) be the 
conditional risk. Th13 can be comnuted 
by updating the class nrobabiiities and 

We assume thp,t 
tional and mixture 
mants are normal. 

both the class condi— 
densities of the for— It has been shown in 
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rejecting the specified fraction of the 
less probable classes. 

R1(x1)r ffRjJ(xjxx)P(xixj/x1)dx dxk 
is the conditional expected risk given 
that x1 has been observed as an outcome 
of fi and a dcision to measure f has been taken. 

1L(x1) I1i (Rli(x1)Rik(xj)) is the minimum condiionaJ. xpected risk 
givenxj. Similarly H1 
and H = Nm (R1,R2,R)is the minimum risk. 
The first feature ana the second feature 
as a function of the first feature out- 
come are obtained by backtracking the 
above orocedure. 

Three scalar features were used in 
the experiment — third formants of vowels 
in 'MEAN' (f-i) and 'LAME' (f2) and the 
pitch of the vowel in 'MEAN' (f3) for 
sixty four speakers. Three fourths of 
the speakers were rejected at successive 
stages. Features were assumed to be 
independent and normally distributed. 

A computer design save the following 
results: Average pitch (f3) is the first 
stage feature with its range divided into 
eleven intervals with different second 
stage features for each interval. The 
theoretical probability of error is 0.295. 

The classifier was tested with the 
design set end an independent test set. 
The design et error rate was 0.286 and 
the test set, error rate was 0.361. These 
results should be viewed in comparison 
with the design set Bayes error of 0.26. 
The Bayes classifier requires consideray 
higher computation. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Speaker recognition problem when the 
number of speakers is very large can be 
solved by a multistage classifier which 
can be implemented as a decision tree. 
The optimization of this decision tree -to 
minimize the excected cost is formulated 
as stochastic optimal control problem. 
This scheme was used for designing and 
testing a speaker recognition scheme for 
60 aneakers. The overall accuracy of the 
system was as high as 07.2 '. The 
alternate scheme of section IV using 
formants pnd average pitch has not given 
accuracies comoarabie to forments end 
autocorrelation function. 
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